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ABSTRACT

The optical properties of GaAs-AlxGa!_xAs superlattices are calculated as a function of the

frequency and superlattice structure. The computations are performed using a partition method

which combines the k-p method with the pseudopotential technique. The influence of the super-

structure on the electronic properties of the systems is accounted for by appropriate quantization

conditions. We show that the anisotropy and structure dependence of the dielectric constant result

mainly from the contribution of the F region while the contributions of the other regions of the

Bnilouin zone are rather insensitive to the superlattice structure. The superlattice index of refrac-

tion values are shown to attain maxima at the various quantized transition energies, where for cer-

tain structures, the difference between the refractive indices of the superlattice and its correspond-

ing AlxGa!_xAs alloy can be as large as 2%. In general, our results are :n good agreement with the

experimental data.
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I. Introduction

Superlattices and multiple quantum wells have been studied intensively both experimentally

and theoretically over the past few years.1"9 Because of the important optoelectronic applications

of these structures.2-10"11 a large emphasis has been placed on experimentally determining their opt-

ical properties.2-3'9 The majority of the theoretical work has centered on investigating the low

energy absorption spectra of these structures:12"14 while, more general properties, such as the index

of refraction, have been practically ignored except for a few recent works.15"17 However, many

applications of superlattices in laser optics are based essentially on the dispersion and optical

waveguiding properties of these structures. Since these properties are directly related to the global

dependence of the dielectric constant on the electronic structure of these materials, it is the purpose

of this paper to provide a general model of the transverse dielectric constant e(o>) of superlattices

and multiple quantum wells. More specifically, we will investigate the dependence of e(o>) on the

superstructure parameters.

Sophisticated band structure techniques, such as the pseudopotential7 and tight binding

methods.4-14 have been used to calculate the dielectric constant of superlattices. The former tech-

nique is excellent for short period, ie., a few layers, superlattices; but, has severe computational

o

problems for long period. — 100 A. structures. On the other hand, the tight binding method is

valid for long period superlattices: but. is limited to optical phenomena originating around the F

region. In our method we use our recently developed18 hybrid band structure technique which

combines the k-p method19 with a non-local pseudopotential calculation.20 Energy dependent con-

nection rules at the heterojunctions account for the influence of the superstructure on the electronic

properties of the system. In calculating the band structure, we partition the Brilloum zone into the

F, X. and L regions by expanding the energy bands and matrix elements about these three sym-

metry points. In order to keep these expressions simple and limited to small basis sets, expansions

about the K and W points are also performed and included in the X and L regions. Our technique

is computationally fast and can be used to determine the optical properties originating from any



region of the zone. Furthermore, by virtue of treating the symmetry points separately, we are able

to obtain a good physical understanding of the parameters which influence the dielectric constant.

Recently,18 we have shown that about 90-95 % of the low frequency index of refraction of

III-V compounds arises from virtual transitions between electronic states at the edges of the Bril-

louin zone. Given the modifications of the electronic properties caused by the superstructure, it is

worthwhile to determine the major influence of the quantization on the contributions of the

different regions of the Brilloum zone to the dielectric constant. In this paper we show that the

anisotropy and structure dependence of the dielectric constant result mainly from the contribution

of the F region because of its small conduction band mass; while, the other regions of the zone have

a weak structure dependence since the masses are larger and the quantization is nearly randomized.

The contributions of these regions to the total dielectric constant are approximately equal to the

compositionally averaged alloy values. This result confirms a simplified model developed previ-

ously by*one of us (JPL).15

This paper is organized in the following manner. In Section II we discuss our technique for

calculating the superlattice band structure. Included is an account of our partition method and

interface connection rules. In Section III we present briefly a formulation of the complex dielectric

constant and its extension to incorporate exciton absorption. Since a number of exciton absorption

models already exist, our purpose here is only to show that our model can easily incorporate exci-

tons and yield satisfactory results. Finally, in Section IV we briefly examine our results for the

absorption coefficient of a GaAs-AlxGai_xAs superlattice; while, the main emphasis of this section is

placed on discussing our results for the index of refraction of various GaAs-AlAs superlattice

structures.

II. Superlattice band structure calculation

In long period superlattices, the periodic variation of the band gap causes carrier confinement

in the lower energy levels. We account for this carrier confinement by quantizing the z-component

of the wavevector k which results in a superlattice wavefunction of the form.



(1)

where K2 is the superlattice travelling wavevector in the z-direction. HJ and ky are the position coor-

dinate and wavevector in the plane parallel to the superlattice layers. I b> is the periodic part of

the bulk Bloch state, and <&K(Z) is the envelope wavefunction of the j— quantized state. In this

approximation it is assumed that the superlattice periodicity acts' only upon the envelope

wavefunction in the z-direction. Therefore, the periodic part of the Bloch wavefunction is

unchanged from its bulk value and is determined using a k-p band calculation described in Section

Ila. <t>Kz is approximated by the wavefunctions sin (kjz) and cos (kjZ). Consequently, the superlat-

tice band structure differs from the corresponding bulk material band structure only in the quanti-

zation direction. In this direction the periodicity of the superlattice produces mini-Brillouin zones

which are superimposed upon the larger Brilloum zone of the crystal. We assume the following

simplified expression for the energy dispersion relation of the minibands21

E/k2)=EJ+(-l)JWJcos(kzd) (2)

where E, and W, are the midband energy and energy width of the j— mimband. respectively, and d

is the period of the superlattice. The superlattice energy dispersion relation is calculated by adding

Eq. (2) onto the bulk relations. We obtain the superlattice optical matrix elements between the

valence and conduction bands by quantizing the z-component of the k vector in the bulk matrix

element expressions. Hence.

EB(kx.ky.k2)-»ESL(kx.ky.k])-l-AEJ-t-(-l.)
1WJcos(kzd) (3a)

MB(kx.k>,kz)-MSL(kx.krkJ) (3b)

where MB and MSL are the bulk and superlattice matrix elements, respectively, and AEj is the shift

in the energy of the j— level resulting from the carrier confinement. The values of kr W.. and AE,

are determined using the interface connection rules described below. By applying Eqs. (3) at the

three symmetry points, F. X, and L, we obtain the quantized electronic band structure presented in

Figure 1. Since K and W are low symmetry points, the effects of quantization are negligible for the

contributions coming from these regions. Therefore, these contributions are treated in a mean field



approximation where the energy and matrix element dispersion relations are approximately equal

to the compositionally averaged bulk alloy values. The alloy values are calculated using the vir-

tual crystal approximation (VGA).22

Ila. Bulk band structure calculation

The electronic band structure is obtained by using a hybrid method that we have previously

introduced for calculating the optical properties of III-V binary compounds.18 In this method we

partition the Brillouin zone into three regions by expanding the energy bands and matrix elements

about the I", X, and L symmetry points using the k-p method. For each symmetry point, a small

number of bands are used in each of our k-p basis sets which results in simple, analytical expres-

sions for the energy bands and matrix elements. Because of the size of the X and L regions, we have

supplemented the X and L point expansions by ones about the K and W points. Since K and W are

low symmetry points it is difficult to obtain simple k-p expansions for these points: therefore, their

energy and matrix element dispersion relations are obtained directly from a non-local pseudopoten-

tial calculation which includes the spin orbit interaction. Using this technique we are able to obtain

analytical expressions for the energies and matrix elements at any point in the bulk Brilloum zone

which is particularly useful for treating superstructures. The remaining details of the method are

given in Ref. 18.

lib. Interface correction rules

The quantization of the z-component of the k vector is obtained by using interface connection

rules. Our method for obtaining these rules has the following important features. We assume the

continuity of the entire wavefunction and its derivative at the interface, however, since the GaAs-

AlxGa!_xAs junction is not abrupt, we average these relations over the length of a unit cell. After

carrying out these averages, we recover the usual connection rules5 of the continuity of F(z) and

—r—-. across the interface where F is the envelope wavefunction and m(E) is the enerev
m(E) dz

dependent mass. Here the z-direction is perpendicular to the interface and the mass m(E) is given



by

(4)

where m is the free electron mass. k(E) is the energy dependent wavevector. and I b, > is the cell

periodic wavefunction obtained using the results of the k-p expressions discussed previously. Our

interface connection rules23 are, thus, based on the envelope function approximation.5 8 The advan-

tage of this method is that we incorporate the non-parabolicity of the band structure while the

simplicity of the square well potential (Kromg-Penney picture) is preserved. By applying the

energy dependent connection rules to a periodic superstructure, we obtain the following relation

which is analogous to that of Sai-Halasz et al..s except that now the masses are energy dependent

cosKzd=coskz
ALzcoskz

BLB—Qsinkz
ALzsinkz

BLB (5a)

k AmB(E) kBmA(E)

kz
BmA(E) kz

AmB(E)

where L-? and Ln are the well and barrier widths of materials A and B. respectively, d = L7 + LD.
Z. o ^ J /. ti

and k is the wavevector of $x^z) in Eq. (l). In order to evaluate Eqs. (5) it is necessary to deter-

mine the energy band offsets at the F, X. and L symmetry points. Figure 2 gives these offsets for a

GaAs-AlAs interface at 300K assuming a 65:35 F point band discontinuity ratio. The values are

obtained using experimental data, when available: otherwise, they are estimated from non-local

pseudopotential calculations which include spin orbit effects. Eqs. (5) are also valid for k,,^0 when

the quantized energy levels of the different sub-bands are well separated in energy.

III. Dielectric Constant Formulation

The dielectric constant is calculated as the sum of interband optical transitions. Ignoring pho-

non assisted transitions, the real part of the transverse dielectric constant in the long wavelength

limit is given by24



where Pcv(k) = <kf clplk,v> is the momentum matrix element between the initial and final states

having wavevectors k, and kf. respectively, e is the unit polarization vector in the direction of the

electric field. E£ and E£ are the initial and final states energies, respectively, and a) is the frequency

of the electromagnetic field. In Eq. (6) it is assumed that the valence band is filled and the conduc-

tion band is empty. The summation over energy bands is restricted to band edge transitions since

for optical frequencies, la) < 3eV, the transition rates between states of higher energy are negligi-

ble. As a result of our restriction to band edge transitions, we have to calculate both €.(oj) and

€2(0)) because the Kramers-Kronig dispersion relation cannot be used to determine €.j(a>) as a

function of €-,(&>) since ^(^ is only computed for a limited range of energies. As a consequence of

the partition method, the complex dielectric constant is calculated as the sum of the contributions

1 12
of the F. X. and L regions. Once €j(o>) and ^(M) are known, the absorption coefficient a(u>) and

the index of refraction n(o>) can be easily determined. Explicit formulas for €0(a>) and n(o>) are

24given elsewhere and the remaining details of our dielectric constant formulation are reported in

Ref. 18.

Ilia. Exciton Absorption Calculation

The absorption coefficient is related to €2(0*) via the relation

a=
.

(7)

where c is the velocity of light. For absorption due to excitons. there is a bound and a continuum

e-(o>) contribution. The bound ^C^) contribution is given by

Cf v

f0=IU(r=0)!2!e-Pcv(0)i2 (8b)

where we have described the b md exciton peaks by a Lorentzian function with an oscillator



strength f and a half width y, C is a constant factor, and E and U(r) are the ground state exciton

energy and envelope function, respectively. Since the broadening of the exciton peaks is difficult to

model, we have fitted y so that our theoretical peaks agree with the experimental data. Both E

and U(r) are calculated using a variational exciton model of Greene et al. We extended this

model by making it valid for periodic superstructures and having all of the parameters materially

and energy dependent. We calculated the ground state exciton binding energies by subtracting from

the variational energies, the energies resulting from Eqs. 5.

For the continuum contribution, we assume a two-dimensional exciton model for which

e, r(w)=:g2 ,.(&>) _ <_ (9a)

(9b)

e, C(w)=g2 F(o>;—_—^
cosh(7ra;

R
~Ea>—E

where €2 F(co) is the value of t-^to} without the electron-hole interaction assuming a constant value

for PcvCk) and R is the effective exciton Rydberg.

IV. Results and Discussion:

The absorption coefficient of a GaAs-Al^ cGa.-* 5As superlattice with a well and barrier thick-
o

ness of 85 and 80 A, respectively, is plotted in Fig. 3. The results are given for light being polar-

ized parallel to the superlattice layers. The solid and dot-dashed lines are the theoretical and

experimental values, respectively. Marked on the figure are the quantized F point valence band-

conduction band transitions which produce the fine structure on the theoretical curve. Since the

experimental data have arbitrary units, the data are multiplied by a constant factor such that the

two second electron-heavy hole peaks. E2(e-hh) coincide. The values of y which are used to fit the

five mam peaks are = 1,1.3,3. and 9 meV. respectively: while, the calculated binding energies EQ

are ^ 10,10.11.11. and 14 meV, respectively. As can be seen from the figure, our peak positions

agree reasonably well with the experimental data, the only discrepancy coming from the E2(e-lh)

peak. The error could result from the use of bulk masses in the plane parallel to the layers. Since



a different mass would change both the binding energy and the continuum position, it is difficult to

ascertain qualitatively the overall effect. The sharp rise in the experimental curve for energies

greater than = 1.75 eV is due to strong indirect transitions in the barrier material induced by alloy

scattering. This effect is not included in our present model because the alloy is treated using the

VGA. Overall, this figure demonstrates the flexibility of our dielectric constant model and shows

the accuracy of our interface connection rule and exciton binding energy models.

Figure 4 gives the contributions of the F, X and L regions to the real part of the dielectric con-

stant of a GaAs-AlAs super lattice at"Eo> = 1.5 eV for light being polarized parallel and perpendicu-

lar to the superlattice layers (solid and dashed lines, respectively). Values are presented as a func-

tion of the period d=LB+Lz for a mole fraction X=LB/(LZ+LB) of AlAs of 0.3. The superlattice

quantization axis is in the [100] direction. Notice the large L contribution with respect to the F and

1XX contributions. As already mentioned in a previous paper. this results from the combined

effects of large densities of states and momentum matrix elements and small energy gaps present in

the L region. The largest contributions come from volumes surrounding the L point and a special k

point at 111
4 * 4 ' 4

. The X valley also has a high density of states; however, its phase space and

18marix elements are appreciably smaller than those of the L valley. The L contribution is approx-

imately independent of the period because the superlattice quantization axis is not aligned with any

of the principle axes. Hence, in agreement with the experimental findings of Laidig et al., the

effect of the superstructure is only weakly felt at L. The L contribution is isotropic since the x, y.

and z directions are all equivalent for the [ill] direction. Therefore, for a superlattice grown along

the [100] direction, the polarization of the L valleys, as an average over the three orthogonal direc-

tions, vanishes in analogy to the bulk case.

The F and X contributions both increase as a function of the period. The superlattice structure

influences the dielectric constant by determining both the position and mmiband width of the

lowest quantized energy levels. Each are inverse functions of LR and L-, It can be easily deter-

mined that the mimband widths have a negligible effect on the dielectric constant. Therefore, the
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important factor is the lowering of the quantized levels which results in an increase in e.. with the

period. The peaks on the parallel F polarization curve correspond to the first electron-heavy hole

and electron-light hole transitions. E..(e-hh) and E..(e-lh), respectively. For perpendicular polari-

zation only Ej(e-lh) is present since the symmetry of the heavy hole state precludes momentum

matrix elements in the quantization direction. Polarization effects at F occur because the heavy

hole transitions which are responsible for the strong coupling between the F conduction and valence

bands are absent for perpendicular polarization.

The X contribution is a weak function of the period because only the conduction band is

quantized (we ignore the very small offset between the two valence bands); and, in comparison

with the F point conduction band mass, both the transverse and longitudinal conduction band

masses are large and. thus, rather insensitive to the confinement. Hence, m this case, the dielectric

constant assumes approximately its bulk alloy value. For the X region the optical matrix elements

are also appreciable only for light polarized along the x and y direction, i.e.. similar to the e-hh

transition. However, two of the valleys have the super lattice quantization axis parallel to the z-

component of the optical matrix elements while the other four valleys have the quantization axis

aligned along the y-component of the marix elements. Hence, perpendicular polarization (the

quantization axis is perpendicular to the layers) is favored by four of the six X valleys which

accounts for the reverse polarization trend for the X valley contribution.

In Figure 5 we compare our results for the normalized index of refraction of a GaAs-AlAs

Q

superlattice with the experimental data of Suzuki and Okamoto. Our results are for parallel and

perpendicular polarization, solid and dashed line, respectively; while, the experimental data is for

parallel polarization, dot-dashed line. The superlattice has a well and barrier thickness of 62 and

o

27 A, respectively, and. consequently, X = 0.3. The experimental data only goes up toliw = 1.8 eV.

Because we have neglected band transitions larger than 6 eV in our model, the results for the bulk
•JQ

GaAs index of refraction are *= 7% smaller than the experimental values. For most optical tran-

sitions, the influence of the higher bands can be described by a constant factor. Therefore, we use a
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normalization procedure which enables us to remove this constant contribution and focus only on

the band edge transitions. Consequently, in order to compare directly our results with the experi-

mental data, the theoretical and experimental n(&>) values given in Figs. 5 and 6 are normalized

with respect to the theoretical and experimental bulk GaAs index of refraction values at~nw = 1.5

eV. respectively. As in Fig. 3. the theoretical parallel polarization curve is labelled according to the

appropriate quantized F region transitions. The peaks on the theoretical perpendicular polarization

curve are the result of the corresponding light hole and split-off hole transitions indicated on the

parallel polarization curve. As discussed previously, there are no heavy hole transitions for perpen-

dicular polarization and the dielectric constant is larger for parallel polarization. However, notice

that the anisotropy vanishes around 2.3 eV due to the falling off of the F contribution and the iso-

tropy of the L contribution.

As can be seen from the figure, our results compare favorably with the experimental data,

there being less than a 2 % discrepancy between the two parallel polarization curves. Our E.(e-hh)

peak is shifted to higher enegies by = 8 meV and is slightly larger. The slight shift could result

from the uncertainties in the AlAs band structure parameters and in the F point band discontinuity

29ratio. both of which affect the position of the transition. Both the Ej(e-lh) and E2(e-hh) peaks

are absent from the experimental data. The light hole transitions are barely noticeable on our

parallel polarization curve, being weak and overshadowed by the neighboring e-hh transitions: con-

sequently, they might be difficult to observe experimentally. We do not know why the E0(e-hh)

peak is absent from the experimental data. However, in general the data verify the validity of our

superlattice model.

In Figure 6 we give the normalized index of refraction at 1.5 eV for a range of GaAs-AlAs

superlattices. Again, the solid and dashed lines are for light being polarized parallel and perpendic-

ular to the superlattice layers, respectively. Also shown in the figure are the normalized experi-

28mental alloy values corresponding to four of the five superlattice compositions (there is no data

for X = 0.6). As in Figure 4, the main peaks on the curves correspond to the quantized F region
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transitions. All of the parallel polarization curves exhibit the E..(e-hh) peak while the X = 0.1 and

0.2 curves also show the E2(e-hh) peak. Again for perpendicular polarization, the peaks are due to

the E, (e-lh) transition. The Ej(e-lh) transition also contributes to the parallel curves; however, it

is barely noticeable, being overshadowed by the neighboring E«(e-hh) peak as in the previous

figure. For both polarizations the peaks become larger and narrower up to X = 0.3. after which they

become smaller. These effects can be explained by the following mechanisms. For small X values

the peaks are broad because a large change in the period is required to modify the superlattice

characteristics which resemble those of bulk GaAs. Additionally, the effects of quantization are

weakly felt for these structures which results in shallower peaks. For larger X values, the super-

lattice properties are a stronger function of the period which produces sharper peaks: however.

with increasing AlAs content, the peaks become shallower because the AlAs F region contribution

18is approximately a factor of seven times smaller than that of GaAs.

A characteristic feature of all of the curves is the shift in the peak positions for increasing

AlAs content. For any mole fraction X, the energy of an optical transition increases as a function

of the barrier width, but. decreases more rapidly with the well width: consequently, the transition

energies are the largest for small period superlattices because of the strong confinement. Therefore,

as the period d increases for constant X, the transition energy decreases (weakening confinement

since L^ increases) and a peak occurs when the energy crosses the 1.5 eV level. Also, as X increases

for a constant value of the period, the transition energy increases since Lr» is increasing while L? is

decreasing (AlAs has a larger band gap than GaAs). Therefore, larger L^ values, ire., the shift in

the peaks for increasing X. are required to reduce the transition energy to the value of 1.5 eV. This

explains why the curves with the smallest barrier values, X = 0.1 and 0.2. also contain the E,(e-hh)

transition and why the X = 0.6 curve for perpendicular polanzaion does not exhibit the E.(e-lh)

transition.

Another feature of the curves is the strong polarization effect which weakens with increasing

AlAs content. Parallel polarization is favored since the superlattice F contribution is more aniso-
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tropic than the X contribution. The reduction in anisotropy occurs because of the smaller AlAs F

region contribution, as explained previously.

The most important point to notice in Figure 6 is the positions of the alloy index of refraction

values relative to those of the superlattices. For parallel polarization it can be seen that the

difference between the alloy and superlattice index of refractions increases with X and with Ln. i.e..

with the period. The later trend is in agreement with the experimental findings of Suzuki and

9 10Okamoto and confirms the conjecture of Holonyak et al. about the difference in the index of

refractions of a superlattice and its corresponding alloy. Figure 6 also shows that this difference is

largest at the quantized transition energies and can be as high as = 3.5% for specific superlaltice

structures. In our calculations, an optimal value is achieved for a structure characterized by Ly =

o o

79 A and Lg = 40 A. However, because our model overestimates n(w) by = 1.5% with respect to

the experimental superlattice values, a more accurate estimate of the difference between the index

of refractions of the two structures is = 2%. Optical waveguiding can already occur using an index

step of = 0.00628 (assuming a symmetric AlGaAs planar waveguide with a thickness of 2 pm and

"fio> =1.5 eV); whereas, here we show that with certain structures a step of = 0.07. i.e.. a factor

of 10 larger, can be obtained. Consequently, the waveguiding and reflectance properties of

optoelectronic devices which incorporate superlattices can be drastically improved by tailoring the

structure to the chosen optical frequency.

V. Conclusion

The band structure partition method that we have previously developed for studying the opt-

ical properties of III-V binary compounds has been shown to be successful also for superlattices.

The quantization of the electronic states caused by the superstructures has been incorporated into

our model within the envelope-function approximation and derived using energy dependent con-

nection rules at the laver interfaces.
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The results of our model for the index of refraction and absorption coefficient of GaAs-

AlGaAs superlattices are in good agreement with the experimental data. We have shown that the

anisotropy and structure dependence of the dielectric constant result mainly from the F region

because of the small conduction band mass: while, the outer regions (X and L) of the Brillouin zone

provide contributions which are similar to the corresponding alloy values. These results confirm

the validity of our earliest model and verify its simplifying assumptions. In comparison with the

index of refraction of the corresponding Al Ga1 As alloy, characterized by the same average mole
X IX

fraction X of AlAs. our results indicate that the superlattice index of refraction values attain max-

ima at the various quantized transition energies, where for certain structures the difference can be

as large as 2%.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Band structure of GaAs and the effect of quantization on each of the symmetry points.

Fig. 2. Energy band offsets at 300 K at each of the symmery points for a GaAs-AlAs superlat-

tice. The energy levels are calculated assuming a 65:35 F point band discontinuity ratio.

Each level is marked with the appropriate double group symmetry notation.

Fig. 3. Relative absorption of a GaAs-Al^ cGa^ ^As superlattice for parallel polarization at 300

K. The solid and dot-dashed lines are the theoretical and experimental values, respec-

tively. The arrows mark the positions, relative to the theoretical curve, of the F valley

transitions, e-hh(j) corresponds to a transition between the jl level of the heavy hole

band and the j level of the lowest conduction band.

Fig. 4. Structure dependence of the F. X. and L region contributions to the real part of the

dielectric constant of a GaAs-AlAs superlatice atHcu = 1.5 eV. The mole fraction of AlAs

in the structure is X = 0.3 and a0 is the lattice constant. Solid line: electric field polariza-

tion vector parallel to the superlattice layers. Dashed line: electric field polarization vec-

tor perpendicular to the superlattice layers. Note that the L region contribution is isotro-

pic.

Fig. 5. Normalized index of refraction of a GaAs-AlAs superlattice as a function of frequency.

The solid and dot-dashed lines are the theoretical and experimental parallel polarization

values, respectively, and the dashed curve gives the theoretical perpendicular polarization

values. The arrows mark the positions of the quantized F valley transitions, e-hh(j)

corresponds to a transition between the j level of the heavy hole band and the j level

of the lowest conduction band.

Fig. 6. Structure dependence of the normalized index of refraction at 1.5 eV for a number of

GaAs-AlAs superlattice structures. The solid and dashed lines are for light being polar-

ized parallel and perpendicular to the layers, respectively, and a0 is the lattice constant.

The arrows on the left side of the" figure mark the positions of the normalized
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experimental alloy values for the indicated mole fractions X of Al. The mole fractions

given on the right side of the figure belong to the adjacent parallel polarization curve;

whereas, for perpendicular polarization, the indicated mole fractions correspond to the

curves in descending order.
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